We proudly announce our new documentary Boi, Song of a Wanderer.
Lately Eurosongfestival and its participating countries show themselves much more open-minded than
expected. More than victory,there is a new path!
Now, Boi's song does not need a vote but your voice!
We hope this story can be a beautiful article for you. Please contact us for more information, photo’s or press
releases in English, French or Dutch.

DOCUMENTARY – A MODERN TALE
Boi was originally aimed to relate the living conditions of individuals in countries where political and religion
issues made living conditions difficult. But Boi became the story of an inner struggle, Boi is about the pursuit of
somebody’s real self. Boi is the story of a girl who wanted to be boy. Boi keeps tracks of Nitzan’s life and body
changes following her through her journey all over the world but most important the journey to find out who she
really is.

PHOTO BOOK – A BOY NOT A MAN
Facing an extremely rare and honest testimony, the photo book is a precious item aimed to remember mankind
conditions. However where we come from, what is our gender, we are all trapped by societies, of our origins
and legacy, and sometimes victims of our own body. Eventually this is a matter of freedom. It remains to every
single individual to remember and to praise those who had gut to escape their conditions and to live the way
they are. It is our duty to struggle with ourselves, our inner conflicts whatever they are to set ourselves free.

EXHIBITION – SELFIES HAD A MEANING
Facing an extremely rare and honest testimony, the photo book is a precious item aimed to remember mankind
conditions. However where we come from, what is our gender, we are all trapped by societies, of our origins
and legacy, and sometimes victims of our own body. Eventually this is a matter of freedom. It remains to every
single individual to remember and to praise those who had gut to escape their conditions and to live the way
they are. It is our duty to struggle with ourselves, our inner conflicts whatever they are to set ourselves free.

VOORDEKUNST
For 10 years we worked on BOI, Song of a Wanderer at our own costs. The project grew above our
expectations and became not only a documentary aimed to witness an extraordinary story but also an art
project that consists in the publication of a photo book and an exhibition. In order to offer a perfect screening
experience, we started to raise funds through the well-known Crowd Funding website VoordeKunst and will
offer to all our VoordeKunst contributors a screening at the opening of the Amsterdam’s Gay Pride and will
simultaneously have the opening of the exhibition at the FOAM Amsterdam

Contact and information:
Borsboom Film Productions
Prinsengracht 413
1016HM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
+31/6 54765271
+31/20 6256748
info@borsboomfilmproductions.com
www.borsboomfilmproductions.com

Press
Anne-Marie Borsboom :
+31/6 54765271
+31/20 6256748
info@borsboomfilmproductions.com
www.borsboomfilmproductions.com

Websites
Website Song of a Wanderer
VoorDeKunst Song of a Wanderer
Facebook Song of a Wanderer
Huffington Post about Song of a Wanderer
Song of a wanderer on website Borsboom Film Productions

